A ented linguistic mechanism, lets you create dynamically defined classes of atomic actions. The techmque is also uniformly integrated with other object-oriented techques such as mheritance and dynamic bindmg.
Atomic delegation is more powerful than statically defined transactions because it supports the construction of openended systems and systematic reuse of software involving atomic operations.
Delegation' allows an object receiving a request message to forward it to some other designated objects for processing. Of course, forwardinga request message is not new and is common in distributed computing for load sharing or finding network resources and services. But in objectoriented programming, the concept of delegation is a generahation of inheritance.2 An object's behavior is implemented by the objects to which it delegates the request messages. Using delegation, an object can change its behavior. Thus, delegation is useful in building extensible and open systems.
In concurrent and distributed programming, atomic actions3 are important to mmtam consistent states of shared resources. An atomic action is a sequence of operations that executes as a single, indivisible operation; an aborted execution of such a sequence is never permanent or vis-ible to other actions. Atomic actions are common in database systems as transactions. More recently, Barbara Liskov integrated them into object-based programming paradigms in Arps, 4 where every interface procedure of an object is implemented as an atomic sequence of operations.
The conventional model of an atomic action as a statically defined sequence of operations is not compatible with such object-oriented techniques as inheritance and dynamic binding, whch are needed to support extensible system behavior. Consider a simple office system modeled with object-oriented techniques: An object representing an administrative secretary -an object whose interface methods correspond to financial transactions -executes all hancial transactions requested by the office employees. Each transaction involves requester authentication followed by operations on a financial database. To add new functionalities to the object representing the hancial database you must add new interface methods to the object representing the secretary or modify existing methods. For buildmg extensible systems, t h~s is undesirable. Adding new functionahties to a class should not require you to explicitly modify descendent classes in the inheritance hierarchy to incorporate the upgrades.
Atomic delegation lets an object delegate a sequence ofrequest messages to one or more designated objects as an atomic action. By changing the delegation relationship between objects or by modifymg the functionality of an object to whch messages are delegated, you can dynamically change the set of atomic actions supported by an object.
We use the Sina language5 to illustrate the utility of atomic delegation, modehg a real-world problem using object-oriented techniques. We implemented Sina on a Sun-3 workstation.
DISTRIBUTED OFFICE
In &IS article we use a small example of a real-world system, an office with a number of departments. Figure 1 is a functional view of the office system. Each department has a manager, a secretary, and employees. All share a common set ofresponsibhties: printing, reporting, sending and receiving mail, and managing a calendar. A department secretary coordmates some common responsibilities. T h s office also has a director and a financial manager, who have the additional responsibilities of managing financial transactions. A manager can access 6-nancial information and make a deposit or withdrawal from the office budget. The hancial manager carries out the monetary transactions requested by a department secretary on behalf of some manager.
To model such an office system using object-oriented design paradigms, you would use objects to represent the entities and resources in the office. There are anumber ofwell-known design problems in builhg such an office environment as a dismbuted computing system. T h e ofice staff concurrently shares the objects malung up the office environment. Therefore, you need to control and synchronize access to shared objects? System failures may result in inconsistent data, so you must integrate such reliability mechanisms as atomic actions into the system design. Finally, you need information-protection mechanisms for critical and sensitive data. The office organization may change: New positions and responsibilities may be introduced or existing ones may be modified or canceled. Also, an employee's expected functions may change. Therefore, you must provide mechanisms for on-line integration of new software tools or upgrades without disrupting ongoing office activities.
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Manager's respomibilii: ments, name and pwd, and stores them internally as an authorization identity.
h c h r a t i k , int4ace obj,m, and an int4acepredicate. An interface definition declares the methods implemented by the type that other objects can invoke. It also declares the interface objects encapsulated by each instance of the type. The abstract behavior of such interface objects becomes visible as the behavior of the instances of the new type being deiined. Such interface objects are Sina's primary mechanism for supporting multiple inheritance. The interface predicate specifies the messages that objects of its abstract type can accept. It also specifies the precedence rules in searching for a requested method in the classes of its interface objects and among its own interface methods. Figure 2 shows only the interface part of the type personverify, a basic module in modeling the example office system. Objects of this type would be used to authenticate a person's identity. The method defineperson accepts two string argulocal instance of type Cipher to decode the arguments of method verifyperson.
Message expressions. An object can interact with another object only when it invokes its interface methods by executing message expressions. A message expression consists of a receiver object, a method selector, and a list of parameters for the method.
For example, a user of persodd, which is an instance of type personverify shown in Figure 2 , would initialize the authorization identity of persodd by executing the message expression personId.definePerson ('Barbara', 'PBarhara');
T h s sends a request message to the receiver object persodd. The method selector in the above expression is defineperson, and 'Barbara' and 'PBarbara' are the parameters. An object can invoke an operation on itself by using the pseudovariable selfas the receiver object in a message expression. The receiver in a message expression can also be specified with a pointer to the object. T h s atomic message sequence sends to Barbara an indivisible sequence of two messages with the method selectors isFree and arrange. The messages are processed as an atomic action. During the processing of an atomic message, other atomic messages may be sent. An atomic message sent by a method that is itself processing an atomic message is called a nested atomic message. When a nested atomic message fails, the atomic message that invoked it also fails. An atomic message's failure does not change the system's state.
Interface prediiates. A type's interface predicate deiines the rules for searchng for the method selectors and for accepting messages for processing.
The basic building block for an interface predicate, a messagepposition, is similar to a message expression: It has a receiver object, a method selector, and parameters. (If the receiver object in a message proposition is self; you can omit selfin the proposition.) A message satisfies a message proposition if the received message's selector and the arguments match the selector and the argument types, respectively, in the message proposition.
The following message proposition has a receiver object idManager of type personverifj.
It satisfies any message with selector veri@Person that can be processed by the object idManager.
If a message argument has the character *, the corresponding method declaration determines the argument's validity for a given message. If * is a method selector, it is replaced by all the matching selectors as defined by the receiver object's interface predicate. Such a specification may generate a set of propositions. These generated propositions form an ordered list defined by the receiver object's interface predicate. For example, the message expression idManager.*(*) is equivalent to the list
of message propositions, which you obtain by substituting for the method selector * every method selector that idManager accepts according to the interface predicate of type personverifj.. You can combine a sequence of message propositions using the aggregate operator to form an aggregate proposition, whch is syntactically s i d a r to an atomic message.
An atomic message sequence satisfies an aggregate proposition if there is a one-toone correspondence between both their elements, and each element in the message sequence satisfies the corresponding proposition in the aggregate proposition.
For example, the aggregate proposition
hancialhlanager. system administrator, who is the only one allowed to make changes, controls the list. Therefore, the securityBase object also stores the system administrator's namepassword pair. This functionalq is inherited from type personverify. The securityBase object inherits the behavior of personverify by creating an instance (called idManager) of thls type in its interface. The securityBase object also introduces three new methods -verifyId, insertId, and deleteId -whch the system administrator uses to update the accesscontrol list.
The method verifyId validates its input parameters, name and pwd, using the internally stored access-control list, and raises an exception if it cannot find the input parameters as a name-password pair. The method insertId validates the first two parameters using the name-password pair for the system administrator. If they are validated, it adds a name-password pair, specified by the next two parameters, to the access-control list. Similarly, deleteId removes from the access-control list a name-password pair. These three methods use the last argument, key, to encode and decode the name-password pairs.
When an instance of securityBase receives a request, then, accordmg to its interface predicate, it first searches the idManager interface for the method selector in the request. If the message satisfies my message proposition in the interface predicate of type personverify, it is deleTated for processing to idManager. If the method selector does not match any personverify interface methods or the paameters do not match with the expected 3arameter types, then the search continies in the remaining part of the ordered ist of propositions in the securityBase in--erface predicate.
Atomic delegation and extensibility. An agregate proposition in an object's interface iredicate specifies atomic message sepences that it can accept for processing. Ielegation within an aggregate proposi- The last proposition in the predicate of Secretary -that is, <securityData.verifyId(*), financialManager.*(*) > -provides a set of atomic actions for financial transactions. This proposition is satisfied by an atomic message sequence whose first message verifies the sender's identity. Only marlagers and directors can perform financial transactions. Type Secretary delegates the first message to securityData for name-password validation.
The second message, which is executed only ifvalidation does not fail, is the h a ncia1 transaction. It is delegated to the financiamanager. The second message can contain any method selector acceptable to the object iinancialManager. Figure 5 shows the interface of the type financialManagement, which models the hancial manager's functions. Its tasks are to give a financial status, depositfunds, and transfer funds. The interface predicate is quite simple: Figure 6 illustrates the relationshps between various classes and objects that we use to model the example office system, The type securityBase mherits from the type personverify. Type Secretary implements financial transactions by delegating to two external objects, financialManager and securityData. T h e method initializecalendar assigns a unique calendar manager to an instance of Person. T h s method also has one integer parameter for initializing a local variable called index. This local variable is used in the message proposition calendarBase[index].*(*). Object calendarBase is a global array of elements of type calendarManager. The proposition indicates that if a message does not match any of the previous propositions in the interface predicate, the message is then delegated to an object in the array calendarBase. The search now continues in the interface predicate of type CalendarManager. The variable index is used to select &s array element.
MODELI NG THE OFFICE SYSTEM
Because a different value for index initializes each instance of type Person, each person can share the same code but still delegate messages referring to its own calendar manager object. Delegation to an element of an array using an index, where type person interface is begin method name0 returns string, method setName(string as personsName) returns nil; method receiveMail(string as madData, sender) returns nil; method readMail0 returns string, method initialiLeCalendar(inte er as I) returns nil, messages [ name(*), setName(*?, receiveMai1 (*), readMail0, initiahzeCalendar(*), calendarBase[index] ?(*), departmentSecretary,*(*) );
end;
John.sendMail('how are you Alice), Alice.refO), The mail is delivered e.sendMail('Fine, and you?)), John.refO), e marl is delivered In the last two message propositions, the method Cancel cancels a meeting at a given date, whle List displays the participants scheduled for an appointment. Both methods have one parameter representing the date. The two messages are also atomic to avoid any inconsistencies if a person requests a meeting-participant list while some participants are canceling their appointments. Figure 9 shows the implementation of type Manager. Besides performing an employee's normal functions -printing, sending and receiving electronic mail, and scheduhg with a calendar -an object of type Manager can also perform financial transactions, as reflected by its predicate:
(name(*), setName(*), financialStatus(*), d e p a m n e n~i I a n a g e r . * ( * ) ]~~~~g~~ deposit(*), transfer(*),
The first two propositions in the list represent the operations for associating a string name w i t h an instance of type Manager.
T h e next three propositionsfinancialstatus@), deposit(*), and transfer(*) -take care of a manager's financial transactions. T h e last proposition, departmentManager.*@), specifies delegation to a global object called depart- T h s atomic message sequence is sent to self; so the message is first searched for in Manager's interface predicate. The message does not satisfy the first three propositions, so it is delegated to departmentManager, which is of type Person. Type Person in tum delegates the message to departmentsecretary, whch recognizes t h~s atomic message. Type Secretary delegates the first component to securityData, which verifies identification, and delegates the second component to the financialManager, which executes the financial transaction.
This example illustrates delegation as a general mechanism for inheritance and code reusability. The implementations of types Secretary, Person, and Manager show how a set of atomic actions can be defined and inherited using delegation. Also, the interface predicate of type Person shows that the delegation relationshp between objects can be changed dynamically.
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
For synchronization, our implementation of atomic delegation gives each object an object manager through which atomic messages lock the objects they access, accordmg to the two-phase loclung protocol? Thus a process executing an atomic message cannot release any objects if it still needs to access any other objects. All objects accessed by an atomic message stay locked until the atomic message sequence commits or aborts. If the processing of an atomic message aborts, the objects modified by that message must return to their earlier states. The object manager creates a backup copy of each object before it is modified by an atomic message. 'Then, if an atomic message aborts, object states are restored with the saved copies before the locks are released.
You can also abort an atomic message by executing the message self.error('An error message'). The objects changed by the atomic message are restored to their previous states. Thus, when you detect an error, you can abort an atomic message without side effects.
To detect deadlocks, a blocked process starts a probe computation.' First the process sends a probe message to the object managers of the objects locked by the process. Each object manager propagates the probe message to the processes waiting to access its object. These waiting processes, in turn, propagate the probe to the object managers of the objects they have already locked. If the system is deadlocked, the probe message is eventually received by a process that has propagated the probe itself. Ths process then knows it is part of a deadlocked process cycle.
After a deadlock is detected, a search identifies a victim, the youngest process among the deadlocked set, which is aborted and restarted. A restarted process i L retains its current age. The result is tha the oldest process in the system is sure t i commit successfully. e mtegration of interface predicates gation supports extensible and open sys tems involving atomic actions. The inter face predcate construct is general so yo1 can use it to consmct the conventiona object-oriented data abstraction and code sharing strategies. You can also implemen both lnheritance and delegation.
Delegation in an atomic message se quence is key to dynamic bindmg anc code reusability within atomic action: When you modify a type, Sina's delega tion mechanism automatically updates th' functionalities of those types that delegat, We implemented Sina usini Smalltalk-80. At the UniversityofTwentc we are implementing a new protoqp using C++. We are also investigating inte gration of synchronization mechanism into the interface predicate construct. 4 T" atomic message sequences, and dele
